March 12, 2020
Governor Kate Brown
Closed Schools

Since that time, just over two weeks ago, ODE has mobilized into action specific work groups to lead for designing social, emotional and mental supports and supplemental learning for Oregon’s students during the school closure.

March 30, 2020
Teachers back to "Virtual workspace"

Teachers and schools all across the state came back to a new school environment. Opening messages from Superintendents focused on safety, well-being, and connection to students.

April 1, 2020
Oregon plans for Distance Learning for All

ODE releases Guidance, Toolkits, website, and resources for districts to begin to implement Distance Learning for All. There is a focus on Equity and Access during this stage.

April 13, 2020
All Districts launch Distance Learning Plans

Each district has planned, created, and supported all students to engage in Distance Learning Plans.